Using the generation error (GE) of a generative neural network (GNN) to detect video anomalies exhibits excellent performance. However, there are two problems when using the trained GNN models to detect anomalies. First, utilizing the frame-level GE to detect anomalies reduces the anomaly saliencies, because anomalies usually occur in local areas. Second, when multiple discriminants (a discriminant is an anomaly score sequence) are available, using the weighted sum method to aggregate multiple discriminants does not always perform effectively, and the weights are hard to tune. To address these problems, we propose an approach consists of two modules. Firstly, we replace the frame-level GE with the maximum of the block-level GEs in the frame to detect anomalies. Secondly, assuming that the higher the anomaly threshold, the more reliable the anomaly detected, we propose a reliable-anomaly (R-anomaly) based strategy to aggregate multiple discriminants. We use the R-anomalies in the auxiliary discriminants to enhance their anomaly scores in the main discriminant. Experiments are carried out on UCSD and CUHK Avenue datasets. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method and achieve state-of-the-art performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
URVEILLANCE videos are important for social security. However, it is time-consuming and labor-intensive to watch the surveillance videos for a long time, as most of the content of the videos are normal. The task of video anomaly detection is to detect anomalies automatically in surveillance videos. It is challenging, because the anomalies rarely happen and the types of anomalies are uncountable.
Currently, the video anomaly detection algorithms can be summarized into two classes: the traditional machine learning based methods [1] - [11] and the deep-learning based methods [12] - [22] .
The traditional machine learning based methods usually use the hand-crafted-features [1]- [7] or the deep-features [8] - [10] to construct feature space, and then utilize the traditional machine learning models to detect the outliers. The commonly utilized models include : hidden Markov model (HMM) [1] [2] , sparse coding [3] - [6] , topic model [7] and one-class support vector machines (OC-SVM) [8] - [11] .
The deep-learning based methods leverage the neural networks to learn the manifold distribution of the normal samples, and then classify the samples deviated from this distribution as anomalies. Among the deep-learning based methods, many works [12] - [19] utilize a GNN to reconstruct/predict a frame, and then utilize the reconstruction/prediction error to detect anomalies. Reconstruction error and prediction error are both generation errors. In this letter, we call such methods GE-based methods.
The GE-based methods show excellent performances in video anomaly detection. Hasan et al. [12] utilized the reconstruction error of the autoencoder (AE) to detect anomalies. To capture more temporal information, Chong et al. [15] utilized the long short-term memory autoencoder (LSTM-AE) to reconstruct the input frames, and utilized the reconstruction error to detect anomalies. Luo et al. [16] utilized the LSTM-AE to reconstruct the current frame and the previous frame at each time step, then utilized the weighted sum of these two reconstruction errors to detect anomalies. Lee et al. [17] utilized a bidirectional LSTM-AE to synthesize an inter-frame in a sequence, besides that, they used a 3D convolutional discriminator to determine whether the generated sequence is real. They combined the GE and the loss of discriminator to detect anomalies. Liu et al. [18] utilized the U-net to predict the future frame, and used multiple losses as the constraint of the output, including: pixel loss, gradient loss, flow loss and discriminator loss. They utilized the pixel loss to detect anomalies.
These methods focus on the optimization of the GNN models. After the model been trained, they employed the similar strategy to detect anomalies: They utilized the frame-level GEs to calculate anomaly scores and then to detect anomalies [12] - [18] . When multiple discriminants were available, they usually utilized one of them [13] [14] [18] or utilized their weighted sum to detect anomalies [16] [17] .
However, there are two problems in this strategy. (1) The GE existed in every position in the frame, the anomalies usually only occur in local areas. The frame-level GE calculated the GE of the whole scene that reduced the anomaly saliencies. (2) Using the weighted sum method to combine multiple discriminants does not always improve the performance, as it combines both the advantages and the disadvantages of different discriminants. Moreover, the weights are hard to learn and cannot be adjusted according to the prior knowledge.
To address these problems, this letter proposes an approach consists of two modules. (1) We replace the frame-level GE with the maximum of the block-level GEs in the frame to detect anomalies. (2) We propose a R-anomaly based aggregation method to combine multiple discriminants: Firstly, with the help of the training data, we set a strict anomaly detection threshold (SADT) for every auxiliary discriminant and utilize it to detect R-anomalies. Then we count the frequencies that the test frames be classified as R-anomalies (R-freqs) and use them enhance the anomaly scores in the main discriminant. Finally, we use the enhanced main discriminant to detect anomalies. The framework of the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 1 .
The experiments are carried out on UCSD [23] and CUHK Avenue [3] datasets. By applying our approach on the existing GNN model [18] , the anomaly detection performance is significantly improved.
II. THE PROPOSED METHOD

Let
be the GNN, ̂ be the output of , be the ground truth of ̂. We calculate the GE map with the following formula:
where is the channel number of , and are spatial coordinates on the frame, ℒ means the norm when calculating the errors.
A. Block-level operation
The saliency of the abnormal frames in a video can be written as:
where and are anomaly scores ( framelevel GEs ) of an abnormal frame and a normal frame respectively, is the number of pixels on , is the GE value of the -th normal pixel on the normal/abnormal frame, ′ is the GE value of the -th anomaly pixel on the abnormal frame, is the number of abnormal pixels on the abnormal frame.
We can assume that the GE of the normal area in the abnormal frame is equal to the GE of the corresponding normal area in the normal frame. Then the anomaly saliency can be written as:
From equation (5), we can find that the anomaly saliency is negatively correlated to ∑ = , given the specific abnormal frame. That is, the higher the contribution of the GE of the normal regions to the anomaly score, the lower the saliency of the abnormal frames.
Therefore, in order to improve the anomaly saliencies of the abnormal frames, we reduce the contribution of the GE of the normal regions to the anomaly score. We utilize the block-level GE to detect anomalies: We first put a size-fixed sliding window on the frame, and term the GE of a window area as block-level GE. Then, we calculate the block-level GE at each window position. Finally, we select the maximum of the blocklevel GEs on the frame to detect anomalies.
= max{ 1 , … , }, (7) where is the -th block on the frame, is the total number of the blocks on a frame, ℎ and are the height and width of the sliding window, respectively, is the blocklevel GE of , is the maximum of the block-level GEs on the frame. Note that the block-level operation can be implemented by a convolution layer for mean filtering and a max-pooling layer. Therefore, this operation can be accelerated on the GPU. Because the GEs have noises along the time axis, we use the median filter to filter out the noises after this operation.
B. Anomaly Score
To calculate the anomaly score, many works [12] [18] used the max-min normalization strategy to normalize the GEs in each video. The reason for this process is that different videos have different normal-GE-levels, and the difference between different normal-GE-levels may be larger than that caused by anomalies.
However, this strategy has a problem: it produces high anomaly scores in every video, even if there is no anomaly in the video. This is not in line with the application needs of our real life.
Considering the shortcoming of the normalize strategy and that the block-level operation improves the anomaly saliency, we use the without normalization as the anomaly score to detect anomaly.
( ) = ( ), (8) where ( ) is the anomaly score of the -th frame in the video.
C. Aggregate Multiple Discriminants
Let { 1 , … , , … , } be discriminants of a video, where = [ (1), … , ( ), … , ( )] , ( ) is the -th anomaly score in the -th discriminant, is the number of the frames of the video. Firstly, we choose one of the discriminants as main discriminant ，and treat the remaining discriminants as auxiliary discriminants 1 ′ , … , ′ , … , −1 ′ . Then, we aggregate multiple discriminants as follows: 1) We calculate SADT for each auxiliary discriminant ′ ， and use it to detect R-anomalies:
1.1) We calculate the anomaly scores for all the training video frames with the formula (8) , and rank them from large to small. ̂′ = [̂′(1), … ,̂′( ), … ,̂′( )],̂′( ) >̂′( + 1), (9) where is the number of frames in training data, ̂′( ) is the -th biggest anomaly score in the training data.
1.2) We set a false-alarm-rate for the training data, and calculate for ′ ： = * ̂′( * ), (10) where is a parameter to adjust the strictness of the . 2) With the help of the calculated SADT, we detect Ranomalies in each auxiliary discriminant.
where (t) is the R-anomaly label for the -th test frame under the discriminant ′ .
3) We use the detected R-anomalies to enhance the corresponding anomaly scores in the main discriminant.
3.1) We count the R-freqs = [ (1), … , ( ), … , ( )].
where ( ) is the R-freq of the -th frame in all auxiliary discriminants.
3.2)
We smooth the R-freqs along the time axis. Assuming that an anomaly event lasts at least ε frames [12] , the frame between two anomaly frames should also be an anomaly, if the time distance between the two anomaly frames are smaller than ε . With this assumption, we smooth the R-freqs with the following formula: ′ = min( , ), ≤ min( , ) , < < , − ≤ ε.
(13) 3.3) We use the smoothed R-freqs to enhance the corresponding anomaly scores in the main discriminant ： ′ (t) = (t) * ( γ * ′ + 1), (14) where γ is a parameter to adjust the impact of ′ to ′ (t).
In this method, we have 4 parameters: α, β, γ, ε . Each parameter has its specific physical meaning. Therefore, we can adjust them according to the application requirements and the prior acknowledge.
III. EXPERIMENTS
Work [18] is a typical GE-based method. We refer to the method proposed in [18] to evaluate the proposed approach.
A. Dataset and Evaluation Criteria
The experiments are carried out on two datasets: CUHK Avenue dataset [3] and UCSD Pedestrian dataset [23] . The Avenue dataset contains 16 training videos and 21 testing videos. The abnormal events include running, throwing schoolbag, throwing papers, etc. The UCSD dataset has two sub-datasets: Ped1, Ped2. The two sub-datasets capture different scenarios but have the similar definition of abnormal events, include cycling, skateboarding, crossing lawns, cars, etc. These two sub-datasets are usually used separately.
The most commonly used evaluation metric is the Receiver Operation Characteristic (ROC) and the Area Under Curve (AUC). Following the work [18] , we detect the frame-level anomalies and use the frame-level AUC for performance evaluation.
B. Effectiveness of Block-level Operation
We analyze the effectiveness of the block-level operation from three perspectives: the anomaly saliency, the AUC of anomaly detection and the impact of the block-size to the AUC. From the GNN model mentioned in [18] ,we can generate three GE maps: the GE map of the pixel value , the GE map of the optical flow , and the GE map of the gradient value . Fig. 2 visualizes the intensity map and the heat map of the of a frame in Ped2. As the figure shows, the GE exists in almost all areas where the foreground targets are located. The GE of the normal area is strong enough to weaken the anomaly saliency in the anomaly scores generated by the frame-level GE. Fig. 3 shows the anomaly scores (the higher the anomaly saliency, the better the anomaly score) calculated with the frame-level and the block-level . As shown in the figure, the anomaly saliency is improved significantly by using the block-level GEs, and the saliency is significant enough to resist the interference of the difference between different normal-GE-levels on abnormal detection. Table I and Table II list the impact of the block-level operation to the anomaly saliencies and that of the AUCs, respectively. As shown in the two tables, the block-level operation can improve AUCs and anomaly saliencies significantly on multiple GEs multiple datasets. It proves the correctness of our analysis and the effectiveness of the blocklevel operation. Fig. 4 shows the influence of the block-size to the AUC. With the increase of the block-size, AUCs first increase and then decrease. There is a large valid candidate interval to set the block-size to achieve better performance than that of the framelevel GE.
C. Effectiveness of Multiple Discriminants Aggregation
Using , , , we can get three GE-based discriminants:
, , . From the discriminator of the model [18] we can get another discriminant . Without the loss of generality, we choose as the main discriminant to evaluate the effectiveness of the aggregation method. Fig. 5 shows several results from the aggregation process. In this process, we set: = = = 0.01 , = = 1.2, = 0.99, ε = 50 [12] , γ = 1. As shown in the Fig. 5(a-c) , most of the detected R-anomalies are true anomalies, that proves the credibility of the assumption for Ranomalies. As shown in the Fig. 5(g) , the anomaly scores of the R-anomaly frames are enhanced, which increases the likelihood that these video frames will be detected as anomalies. Table III shows the AUCs of multiple discriminants and that of the enhanced main discriminant ′ . The parameters are same to that in Fig.5 , except γ = 4 . The enhanced main discriminant achieves much better performance than the raw main discriminant. It demonstrates that the aggregation method is effective.
D. Comparison with Existing Methods
The comparison of our method with other methods on UCSD Pedestrian and CUHK Avenue datasets is shown in Table IV .
Compared with the work [18] , using the block-level operation and the aggregation operation, the performance is improved significantly. We achieve state-of-the-art performance on Ped2 and Avenue datasets.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this letter, we propose an approach to improve the performances of the GE based algorithms. First, we use blocklevel GEs to calculate anomaly scores, to improve the anomaly saliency. Then, we propose a R-anomalies based method to aggregate multiple discriminants. The aggregate strategy can be extended to aggregate multiple discriminants generated from multiple models. We will do that in the future. 
Method
Ped2 Avenue GMFC-VAE [22] 92.2 83.4 WTA-AE [8] 96.6 82.1 Conv-AE [12] 85.0 80.0 Conv-LSTM-AE [15] 88.1 77.0 Cross-channel [21] 95.5 N STAN [17] 96.5 87.2 U-net [18] 95.4 85.1 U-net [18] 
